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Protect DOE’s sensitive
content on scanned and
printed documents.
In the Department of Energy (DOE)
Information Resources Management
FY 2014-2018 Strategic Plan, one
of the major objectives is to “keep
the Department’s mission-critical
information, along with the personal
information of the workforce, secure.”
The plan outlines a specific strategy
for securing DOE’s information,
including “implementing measures
that harden the Departmental
infrastructure and network environment” and “executing an enterprise
approach to identify, credential,
and access management to control
accessibility of Department information and systems.”
Nuance’s secure software applications can help DOE meet its

strategic security objectives and
prevent data breaches by centrally
managing document scanning and
printing. Nuance AutoStore® and
Output Manager ® integrate with
PIV-enabled scanning and printing
devices to provide real-time monitoring of transmitted documents for
sensitive data, as defined by DOE.
Sensitive documents can be intercepted, quarantined or deleted, and
proper notifications can be delivered
to users and administrators.
In addition, AutoStore and
Output Manager provide a variety
of document security features,
including encrypted document
transfer to-and-from multifunction
devices (MFDs), validatio
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Multifunction
devices (MFDs),
network scanners

Key features
––Integration with PIV authentication
for secure network scanning,
faxing, and print release.
––Real-time monitoring of scanned
and printed documents for PII and
other sensitive data.
––Centralized audit trail of all
scanned documents.
––Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
data transmission (FIPS 140-2
compliant).
––PDF protection.
––Customized, secure user scanning
and printing options.
––Centralized solution deployment
and process control.
To learn more about Nuance
AutoStore please call 1-800-327-0183
or visit nuance.com
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About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications is reinventing the relationship between people and technology. Through its voice and
language offerings, the company is creating a more human conversation with the many systems, devices, electronics,
apps and services around us. Every day, millions of people and thousands of businesses experience Nuance through
intelligent systems that can listen, understand, learn and adapt to your life and your work. For more information, please
visit nuance.com.
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